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 38.	An amendment, the substance of which has been dispo-
sed of in part, may be modified by its proposer so as lo retain
only the parts not so disposed 01.
 39.	When an amendment has been moved and seconded
it shall be stated from the chair and then the debate may proceed
on the original proposal and the amendment together; but if
the questoin raised by the amendment is one on which a member
has not yet spoken he may speak to that question though he had
spoken to the original question or a previous amendment.
 40.	Every amendment shall be proposed in such form as
may enable the modification of the original motion in any or all
of the following ways:—

 (1)	by addition of words;
 (2)	by deletion of words;
(3)	by substitution of words;
and the mover may state how exactly the motion or the part-
thereof affected would stand when so amended.
 41.	If any amendment is so carried it shall become part
of the motion before the Senate and the motion shall be modified
accordingly.
 42.	'When all the amendments of which due notice has been
given, have been considered, the original motion or original
motions as amended in the course of debate shall be placed be-
fore the Senate and put to the vote without further discussion.
(3)  Withdrawal of a Question.
43.	No motion shall be withdrawn from the decision of
the Senate without its unanimous consent.     If the mover states
his wish to withdraw a proposal or amendment and if no dissent
is expressed during the interval allowed by the Chairman for
the purpose, the Chairman shall declare that the question is
withdrawn with, the consent of the Senate.
(4) Resolution of the Senate into a Committee.
44.	^ The Senate may when it thinks fit resolve itself into
a Committee to consider any item which may be on the Agenda
Paper.     A motion for the resolution of a meeting into a Com-
mittee may be made by any member at any time—but not so
as to interrupt a speech—without the notice required under
Rule 24.     Such motion, however, can only be placed before the
Senate for consideration if the Chairman has permitted it.    No
speech shall be allowed in moving such motion.    No such motion
shall be considered unless fifteen members rise in support: thereof.
The motion having thus been duly seconded shall be put to the
meeting without further discussion and shall only be carried
if two-thirds of the members present vote in its favour.

